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"Neville's teachings add a dimension that I hadn't really contemplated in depth until now." - Dr.

Wayne Dyer, bestselling author and spiritual teacherHow Can You Truly Experience the Heart of the

Bible?One of the most controversial statements in the New Testament concerns the virgin

conception and subsequent birth of Jesus, a conception in which man had no part. Itâ€™s recorded

that a virgin conceived a son without the aid of man, then secretly and without effort gave birth to

her conception. This is the foundation upon which all Christendom rests. The Christian world is

asked to believe this story, for man must believe the unbelievable to fully express the greatness that

he is.Scientifically, we might be inclined to discard the whole Bible as untrue because our reason

will not permit us to believe that the virgin birth is physiologically possible, but the Bible is a

message of the soul, and must be interpreted psychologically if weâ€™re to discover its true

symbolism. We must see this story as a psychological drama rather than a statement of physical

fact. In so doing, weâ€™ll discover the Bible to be based on a law which â€“ if self-applied â€“ will

result in a manifested expression transcending our wildest dreams of accomplishment.
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Neville in "Walking with Jesus" deals with the Bible as a psychological metaphor instead of a



historical fact. God is the highest level of consciousness within each of us being continually

manifested. Once you grasp this concept, the power of your aspirations is limitless. This short read

can inspire you to become your highest level of consciousness, by giving you the psychological

tools useful to raising your self-image.Here are a few tasty quotes from within."Psychologically, this

birth takes place in us on the day we discover our consciousness to be the sun and savior of the

world""The cornerstone on which all things are based is man's concept of himself.""Assumptions

though false if sustained will harden into fact""Assume you are what you want to be. Walk in that

assumption and it will harden into fact."

Length: Print, 28 pages. Kindle Sales Rank when this review was posted: 17,486.This book is

targeted to people who are seeking answers regarding spiritual guidance, especially, Ato Christians

and Christianity.Language: Plain English. No profanity.I found this book to be a well-written,

well-edited general introduction to the philosophical nature of Christianity.Mind you, I take exception

to its claims, for I, as a Catholic, am convinced that the son of God is definitely the result of

immaculate conception. However, I will not diss this book or disparage the author, who passed

away some 30-plus years ago. I do believe each person must be provided the freedom of their own

search for truth.So, with no further discussion, I will rate this four stars due to the quality of writing

and editing, even though I strongly disagree with the points made by the author.I was offered this

book for free, but I purchased it with my own funds due in part to the low price, 99 cents, but also

because I wanted to learn what the author wished to say.

This book confirmed some previous thoughts of mine about the reality of Jesus Christ. All of the

religious hog washed has been forever banished from my thinking. I feel closer now to who I now

know Jesus to be and to have been. This book is an answer to prayer but could be a

disappointment to those who insist on remaining religious.

Very well done. I enjoyed the book and the Author's perspective. It is thought provoking.

It never arrived in fact it was a mistake if I even ordered it no I was charged for it I just said to hell

with it sometimes you send things that have not been ordered

Good read. Sense of comfort, Remember put God first. Let's encourage one another so that we all

may live a good life.
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